
Research paper 1st Makeup Exam (2023/2024)  An answer Key  

Level: M02                                                                                                      Teacher: M.  Dr. HEZBRI 

Task 01 ( 04pts):  

                                                                          Paragraph correction’s Rubric 

Structure Contents  Pts 

Topic sentence ( main idea + 
controlling idea)  

Answer the task inquiry explicitly through indicating the 
distinctiveness of the assigned section and the three differences.    

0.50 

Supporting sentence  Highlight the distinctive tense use in comparison with the 
remaining sections + justification for its use.    

01.00 

Supporting sentence  Highlight the distinctive voice use in comparison with the 
remaining sections + justification for its use.    

01.00 

Supporting sentence  Highlight the distinctive writing tone use in comparison with the 
remaining sections + justification for its use.    

01.00 

Concluding sentence  Summarizing the supporting sentences in relation to the task 
inquiry   

0.50 

 

Task 02 ( 16pts): ( Blueprint of GI on the basis of Swales Model)  

Title: General Introduction Blue print basing on Swales CARS Model.  

Moves  Sub-Moves  Illustrative examples’ orientation  Pts  

Move01 
(Research  
Territory)   

Claiming 
Centrality  

U.S Presidential Election controversies starting from   
The corrupted Bargain of Andrew Jackson Case till the more recent 
cases.     

0.5pts 

Topic 
generalization  

Electoral Votes in relation to public votes     01pts 

Previous research  The  U.S Election system. ( Primaries/ caucuses and congressional 
vote)  
Democrats and republicans’ ( Presidential candidates)  
US residential election.  
The elite groups democracy.  

 
03pts 

Move 02  
(Research 
Niche)  

Counter-
Argument  

Trump’s false election fraud claims  01.5pts 

Indicate Gap  Controversies between the US election system ideals as stated by the 
us constitution and the recognition of the elite group manipulation 
and influence in the election.    

 
03pts 

Question-raising  The elite groups granted privilege in  influencing and shifting the 
margins of votes between candidates.  
The democrats / republicans influence in the primaries and causes  
Assumed Answer (Research thesis/ H) : V.1. Elite groups democracy / 
V.2. Electoral votes’ manipulation.    

03pts 

Continuing a 
tradition 

Continuing the current research and studies in  political sciences 
generally and American civilization in particular.  

03pts 

Move 03 
(Researcher’s 
Space)   

Outline purpose / 
concerns  

To assert Trump’s false election fraud claims 0.5pts 

Study’s 
significance  

Adding to the existing body of literature of political studies and 
democracies  

0.5pts 

   


